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The problem 
(Miller/Nies 2006, Nies 2007, 2009, 2012)
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Does it have a c.e. exact pair?

Let K be the class of the K-trivial 
degrees.

a,b c.e.  x [ x  K  <=> ( x < a  x < b )] 

?



Trivial sequences
(Chaitin, Solovay, Zambella, Downey, Hirschfeldt, Stephan, Nies)

Developments during 1975-2005

Measure: Prefix free Kolmogorov complexity

Definition: 

Sequences with trivial initial segments

Downward closed under Turing computations!

An interesting ideal in the Turing degrees

K
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c  n K(X | n) < K(n) + c



The ideal
(Hirschfeldt/Nies)

Generated by its c.e. members 

It is  

Contained in the Low degrees 

Has an exact pair below O’            (Shore)

Does it have a c.e. exact pair?
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In pictures...
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In pictures...
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Answer: no
Theorem
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There exists a K-trivial ce. degree d such that

for all pairs of c.e. degrees a,b  which are not K-trivial:

u<avd  and  u<bvd

for some c.e. degree u which is not K-trivial.



Every pair of c.e. degrees which are not K-trivial have 
common information
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True for weak measures of information or complexity

the c.e. K-degrees      (degrees of randomness)

the       LK degrees    (degrees of compressibility)

There are no minimal pairs in :

0
2
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Every pair of c.e. degrees which are not K-trivial have 
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Proof overview I
Formulate a special set of requirements for a

standard cost-against-cost construction

If there are many opportunities 
where we can hit cheaply and 

cause high cost for the opponent 

Then we meet the 
original conditions

Requirements say:
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Proof overview II

Why is the hypothesis in the special requirements met?

If A,B are c.e. and not K-trivial 
then for each c there exists n:

K(A| n)>K(n)+c
K(B| n)>K(n)+c

...and Solovay functions
21



Survey on 
measures of Randomness

 What do we want to measure?

 Do the measures reflect the intuitive 
notions they are supposed to represent?

Initial segment complexity
    Oracle power for compression

(Different measures are supposed to formalize the same notions)
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Separation of classes or measures

Artificial “brute-force” separations 
via priority or forcing arguments

Discovery of elementary properties that 
hold in one measure but not in the other.

(Downey, Hirschfeldt, LaForte, Stephan, Merkle)
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Plain and prefix-free 
initial segment complexity

A   B if  C(A| n)   C(B | n) + d

A   B if  K(A| n)   K(B | n) + d
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(for a constant d and all n)

Plain

Prefix-free



Separating statement I
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Every c.e. set can be split into two 
disjoint c.e. sets of the same complexity
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Separating statement I
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Every c.e. set can be split into two 
disjoint c.e. sets of the same complexity

Plain complexity

Prefix-free complexity
by Barmpalias, Hölzl, Lewis, Merkle



Separating statement II
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Given any two c.e. sets/reals of non trivial initial 
segment complexity, there is one of strictly less, 
non-trivial initial segment complexity.



Separating statement II
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Given any two c.e. sets/reals of non trivial initial 
segment complexity, there is one of strictly less, 
non-trivial initial segment complexity.

Plain complexity

Prefix-free complexity
by Barmpalias



Analogues of Chaitin’s Ω 
for c.e. sets

There are c.e. sets of maximum initial 
segment complexity

(with respect to standard measures)

by Barmpalias, Hölzl, Lewis, Merkle36
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